We develop a microscopic toy model for Cavity dynamical Casimir effect (DCE), namely, the photon generation from vacuum due to a nonstationary dielectric slab in a fixed single mode cavity. We represent the slab by N ≫ 1 noninteracting two-level atoms coupled to the field via the standard dipole interaction. We show that the DCE is contained implicitly in the light-matter interaction Hamiltonian when its parameters are externally prescribed functions of time. We also predict several new phenomena, such as saturation of the photon growth due to effective Kerr nonlinearity, generation of pairs of atomic excitations instead of photons ("Inverse DCE") and coherent annihilation of pair of system excitations due to the atomic modulation ("Anti-DCE"). These results are extended to the circuit QED architecture, where similar effects can be implemented with a single qubit providing an alternative way to generate cavity and atom-field entangled states.
I. INTRODUCTION
The term "dynamical Casimir effect" (DCE) is used nowadays for a rather wide group of phenomena characterized by creation of quanta from the initial vacuum state of some field due to time-dependent variations of the geometry or material properties of a macroscopic or mesoscopic system (see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] for recent reviews). In particular, Cavity DCE [6] denotes the process of photon generation from the electromagnetic vacuum (and other initial states) in cavities due to the motion of some wall or the time-modulation of the material properties (e.g., dielectric permittivity or conductivity) of the wall or a medium inside the cavity [7, 8] . An analog of Cavity DCE was recently implemented experimentally in the solid state architecture known as circuit Quantum Electrodynamics (circuit QED [9] [10] [11] ), where a Josephson metamaterial was embedded in a low-Q microwave cavity, permitting the modulation of the cavity effective length via external magnetic field [12] .
Although Cavity DCE has been studied theoretically for more than four decades, some aspects of this phenomenon are still not completely clear. A particular issue we approach here is the asymptotic behavior of photon generation: while some models predict the saturation of the intra-cavity photon number [13, 14] , other predict exponential photon growth even in the presence of moderate dissipation [8, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . This controversy can be resolved by constructing a full microscopic model for the interaction between the quantized electromagnetic field and moving or time-modulated objects constituted of individual atoms. Some steps along this line were taken in [20, 21] , yet the majority of studies employs time-varying boundary conditions for the cavity field to bypass the complicated light-matter interaction at the interface [1, 4, 7, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] .
In this paper we utilize the general mathematical description of nonstationary circuit QED systems formulated recently in [28] to develop a microscopic toy model for Cavity DCE. Our study is motivated by the following intuition: since the boundary conditions are just a mathematical artifact to manage the interaction between photons and a large number of atoms, DCE should ultimately originate from the basic form of light-matter interaction with nonstationary parameters. So we consider the special case of Cavity DCE implemented with a dielectric slab having externally prescribed motion and material properties. The slab is portrayed as an ensemble of N two-level atoms with unspecified transition frequencies and coupling strengths that interact with the field via the standard dipole Hamiltonian with time-dependent parameters [29] . We use the time-independent boundary conditions to quantize the cavity field in a standard manner, while the interaction between the arbitrarily modulated atoms and photons is treated microscopically.
After cumbersome calculations we arrive at simple mathematical expressions that generalize the common DCE description in single-mode cavities [7, 30] . In particular, we express the photon generation rate in terms of the microscopic parameters, show that the photon growth and amount of squeezing are limited due to effective Kerr nonlinearity and point out that Cavity DCE occurs even for a single atom. Moreover, we discuss how external classical pumping can significantly enhance the photon generation from vacuum for suitable choices of the pump phase [31] . Since our model is quite general, we also apply it to situations where all the system parameters are known, such as a cloud of cold polar molecules [32, 33] or superconducting qubits [11, 34, 35] . New effects arising from periodic external modulations are analyzed: generation of pairs of atomic excitations from vacuum ("Inverse DCE"), coherent annihilation of a pair of system excitations ("Anti-DCE") and generation of entangled light-matter states. This paper is organized as follows. In section II we formulate our problem and in section III we develop the toy model for cavity DCE, presenting the analytical and numerical results. In section IV we extend our analysis to cold atomic clouds, where all the atomic parameters are known and, in principle, can be modulated externally. In section V we repeat this analysis for the case of a single two-level atom, discussing the Anti-DCE behavior and studying some applications in the area of circuit QED. Section VI contains the conclusions. This paper contains two extensive appendices: in A we give the thorough analytical description for the case N ≫ 1 in the Heisenberg picture, while in B we do the same for N = 1 in the Schrödinger picture.
II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
We quantize the cavity field using the standard methods with time-independent boundary conditions [29, 36] . The annihilation and creation operatorsâ andâ † do not depend explicitly on time, so the vacuum state defined asâ|0 = 0 [1, 4] is the same for all times, unlike the case of a cavity with moving walls for which the field state depends on the instantaneous frequency [16] . We consider a small dielectric slab located at an arbitrary position within the cavity, as depicted in figure 1 . The dielectric slab is subject to pre-determined motion with small amplitude, and its material properties (e.g., dielectric permittivity) can be adjusted externally by some bias (represented by the laser beam in the figure) . From the microscopic point of view, this problem corresponds to a predetermined motion of an atomic cloud whose internal properties are modulated externally. For consistency, the generation of photons from vacuum in this particular example of DCE should be contained intrinsically within any formulation of the light-matter interaction.
FIG. 1:
Artistic view of DCE due to a nonstationary dielectric slab in a fixed single-mode cavity. The dielectric slab (pictured as a set of N noninteracting Hydrogen atoms) oscillates according to an external law of motion, while its dielectric properties can be modulated externally via electric or magnetic fields. The harmonic wave represents the time-independent cavity mode function; red beam represents the modulation of the material properties of the dielectric. The zoom shows an individual atom containing one proton and one electron, whose center-of-mass coordinate R changes due to the prescribed motion.
We consider the simplest microscopic model for the dielectric slab -a set of N non-interacting Hydrogen atoms, as shown in the zoom of figure 1. First we recapitulate the interaction of a single atom with the field. Each atom consists of a proton (electron), described by the position operatorr p (r e ), with mass m p (m e ) and charge e (−e). Introducing the center-of-mass (CM) position operatorR = (m ere + m prp )/M , where M = m e + m p is the total atomic mass, we define the momentum operatorP =p e +p p associated with the CM motion, wherep p (p e ) is the canonical momentum operator of the proton (electron). Furthermore, one introduces the relative coordinate between the proton and electronr =r e −r p and the momentump = (m ppe + m epp )/M associated with the relative motion of the reduced mass µ = m e m p /M . As a result, we can decompose the dynamics into the motion of CM and the relative motion, with the total kinetic energy given byp 2 e /(2m e ) +p 2 p /(2m p ) =P 2 /(2M ) +p 2 /(2µ). We treat the light-matter interaction in the first-order dipole approximation, assuming that the dimensions of the atom are much smaller than the wavelength of the cavity mode. The minimal coupling Hamiltonian in the Coulomb gauge is minutely deduced in [29] . Considering that the CM motion is prescribed externally, with P and R given by known functions of time, it readŝ
HereĤ f =hωn is the cavity free Hamiltonian, where ω is the frequency andn =â †â is the photon number operator. H a =p 2 /(2µ)+ V (r) is the Hamiltonian of the atomic internal dynamics, where V (r) = −e 2 /(4πε 0 |r|) is the Coulomb interaction energy and ε 0 is the permittivity of vacuum. The electric and magnetic intracavity fields arê
where V is the mode volume and u (R) is the dimensionless mode function determined from the time-independent boundary conditions on the walls. In the stationary case, whenṘ = 0, one usually neglects the contributions containing the magnetic field and the gradient of the electric field in Hamiltonian (1), recovering the standard dipole interaction term −er ·Ê. However, in the nonstationary regimeṘ = 0 all the terms must be taken into account [29] . For our toy model we take into consideration only the two atomic levels near-resonant with the cavity frequency, restricting the atomic dynamics to the "ground" and "excited" states |g and |e , respectively. Hence the atomic Hamiltonian readsĤ a =hΩσ z /2, where Ω is the transition frequency andσ z = |e e| − |g g| is the Pauli operator. For the two-level approximation to hold we must have |ω − Ω| ≪ ω. The position operator can be written aŝ r = r 0σ+ + r * 0σ− , where r 0 = e|r|g is the off-diagonal matrix element and the Pauli ladder operators areσ + = |e g| andσ − = |g e|. In this caser 2 = |r 0 | 2 and the square of the magnetic field operator ∝ (â +â † ) 2 appears naturally in Hamiltonian (1) .
Hence the simplest model for a nonstationary dielectric slab in a stationary cavity is described by the general Hamiltonian of the form (we seth = 1)
where the index l labels the identical noninteracting atoms. The renormalized cavity frequency ω is constant, while the atomic transition frequency Ω, the atom-cavity coupling strength g and the "squeezing coefficient" χ are regarded as externally prescribed functions of time. This occurs both due to the motion of the slab and the external in situ modulation of the atomic properties, though here we do not pursue the exact dependence. The last term on the right-hand side (RHS) of equation (4) accounts for the classical one-photon pumping of the cavity field [9] , included for generality and to study how DCE can be enhanced by an additional coherent drive.
To understand the emergence of DCE from the microscopic viewpoint we do not need to know the exact relation between the parameters of Hamiltonians (1) and (4), since for a weak external perturbation of the system we can write
where X 0 is the bare value and ε X ≥ 0 is the modulation depth of X. The sum runs over all the present modulation frequencies η (j) ; we can write it as j = ′ j + ′′ j , where ′ j denotes the sum over "fast" modulation frequencies, η (j′) > ∼ ω 0 , and
X are the relative weights and phase constants corresponding to the modulation of X at frequency η (j) . For the classical pump we set d 0 = 0, and we included the modulation of ω in equation (5) for the sake of generality. For the future use we define the complex modulation depth ε (j) X that includes the weight and the phase of X-modulation at frequency η
Throughout the paper the notation ε (j′)
X and ε (j′′) X stands for the complex modulation depths corresponding to fast and slow modulation frequencies, respectively.
III. TOY MODEL FOR DCE WITH A DIELECTRIC SLAB
As a toy model for DCE we consider a fixed cavity of known frequency ω 0 that contains N identical two-level atoms. The atomic transition frequency Ω and the coupling strength g are unknown, but in order to represent the dielectric slab the difference ω 0 − Ω must be large compared to the coupling strength, |ω 0 − Ω| ≫ |g|. Due to the external perturbation the parameters Ω, g and χ vary according to equation (5), and we consider the general case when the three parameters can change simultaneously. For the macroscopic slab we consider N ≫ 1 and define the collective operators via the Holstein-Primakoff transformation [37] 
where the ladder operatorsb andb † satisfy the bosonic commutation relation [b,b † ] = 1. To the first order inb †b /N the Hamiltonian for our toy model readŝ
where we defined the collective coupling constantg ≡ √ N g, so thatg 0 = √ N g 0 andε g = √ N ε g (we consider g 0 ≥ 0 without loss of generality). In this paper the tilde over a c-number corresponds to the collective N -atoms parameter. The Hamiltonian (8) holds provided the inequality b †b ≪ N is satisfied.
In the dispersive regime, |∆ − |/2 ≫g 0 , where ∆ − = ω 0 − Ω 0 is the bare atom-field detuning, the approximate solution in the Heisenberg picture is deduced in A 2:
A andB are independent bosonic ladder operators that obey the Heisenberg equation of motion idÔ/dt = [Ô,Ĥ ef f ] (Ô =Â,B) with the effective HamiltonianĤ
HereĤ G contains the Gaussian part (quadratic terms in the operatorsÂ andB) andĤ N G contains the non-Gaussian part (quartic terms). For the modulation frequency
where we introduced the small adjustable "resonance shift" ζ in order to perform the fine tuning of the modulation frequency, we findĤ
These results were obtained under a series of approximations. First, the detuning and the modulation depth of the atomic transition frequency must be small, ε Ω , |∆ − | ≪ ω 0 , while the modulation depth of the atom-field coupling strength isε g < ∼g 0 . Second, there are some restraints on the number of excitations in the atoms-field system for which our approach is accurate:
Third, in equation (13) there are small "Systematic error frequency shifts" (SEFS) ∆η that were neglected in order to keep the formulae concise. They are of the order
Hence in the actual implementation of DCE one has to find experimentally the exact modulation frequency by scanning within the range ∆η, so in part we introduced the adjustable resonance shift ζ to achieve this fine tuning. One can simplify the Hamiltonian (12) a little further. Neglecting the non-Gaussian terms we have
so for |q| ≫ |δ χ | we can writeB
Assuming that the cavity and the atoms were initially in the ground states and substituting equation (21) into (12) , to the lowest order ing 0 /∆ − we obtain the Hamiltonian
where
is the effective Kerr nonlinearity strength due to a single two-level atom. Defining the phase φ q via the relation q = i |q| e iφq and introducing the new annihilation operator
(that also satisfies [â r ,â † r ] = 1), the evolution ofâ r is governed by the time-independent Nonlinear DCE Hamiltonian
Heren r =â † râ r , ω r = (ζ − N α), α r = −N α and q r = |q|. The term iq r (â †2 r −â 2 r ), which describes the simplest case of DCE in oscillating cavities [7] , appears naturally in our derivation. The Hamiltonian (25) is well known from Nonlinear Quantum Optics for describing (in the interaction picture) a cavity that contains a Kerr medium and is parametrically driven [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] , so we call ω r "effective detuning".
Hence we were able to deduce microscopically the DCE from the most basic form of light-matter interaction, equation (8) . It turns out that DCE is described by the cumbersome non-Gaussian Hamiltonian given by equations (14) - (16) , and the standard expression for cavity DCE is recovered only to the lowest order ing 0 /∆ − . Recalling that the auxiliary annihilation operatorsÂ andB are related to the physical annihilation operatorsâ andb via relations (9) - (10), we can formulate the first new prediction of our toy model: the photon creation from vacuum is accompanied by the excitation of the internal degrees of freedom of the atoms in the slab, which becomes entangled with the cavity field. As stated previously, we assume that the CM motion of the atoms is prescribed externally, so our model does not contemplate the important back-action effects of DCE on the motion of the slab [3, 50, 51] .
The simplest realistic description of Cavity DCE must include (at least) the Kerr nonlinearity, as shown by equation (25) . Although separately the DCE and Kerr Hamiltonians can be integrated in a straightforward manner [38] , the general analytical solution for the nonlinear DCE Hamiltonian is not known. To get qualitative insights about the asymptotic dynamics of Hamiltonian (25) we rewrite it in the form of interaction picture parametric amplifier
, where the overall detuning operator isD r ≡ ω r + α rnr . Treating the detuning as a c-number D r , the solution in the Heisenberg picture reads [52] a r (t) = F * â
So we arrive at the second new prediction of our model: asymptotic exponential photon growth is impossible for nonzero α r , as for any fixed value of ω r the parameter B becomes imaginary for n r → ∞. This results solves the controversy about the long-time behavior of Cavity DCE, supporting the finding [13, 14] that the photon generation is limited even in the absence of dissipation. To elucidate the system behavior for finite n r we write the wavefunction corresponding to the HamiltonianĤ DCE as
where |m denotes the Fock state. The probability amplitudes obey the differential equatioṅ
One can easily solve the pair of equations connecting just the amplitudes c K (t) and c K+2 (t) [28] . For c K+2 (0) = 0 we get
So the probability amplitude c K+2 is approximately decoupled form c K when q r (K + 1)(K + 2) ≪ R K . For 2|α r | (K + 1) ≫ |ω r | the decoupling condition becomes q r ≪ 2|α r |. Therefore, in order to generate many photons from vacuum one must satisfy the condition q r ≫ 2|α r |. In the opposite case, q r < ∼ |α r |, we expect generation of a small number of photons [47] . For example, for K = 0 and q r /|α r | ≪ 1, the effective detuning must be adjusted to ω r = −2α r to optimize the coupling between the probability amplitudes c 0 and c 2 . As q r /|α r | increases one can set ω r = −2 (K + 1) α r to optimize the coupling between the amplitudes {c K , c K+2 } (K = 2, 4, . . .), while the off-resonant coupling between {c 0 , c 2 , · · · , c K } still allows a substantial population of c K [53] . So the question of utmost practical interest is: what value of ω r , or equivalently, what value of the adjustable resonance shift ζ optimizes the photon generation from vacuum in the presence of Kerr nonlinearity? The answer will given in the next subsection with the help of numerical simulations.
A. Numerical results
We studied numerically how the Kerr nonlinearity affects the photon generation from vacuum. For the sake of completeness we included the cavity damping by means of the standard master equation at zero temperature [29, 36] 
whereρ is the density operator, κ is the cavity damping rate andĤ DCE is given by equation (25) . Strictly speaking, the microscopic derivation of this master equation does not contemplate the nonstationary case studied here, when the system parameters vary rapidly with time and the counter-rotating terms play a fundamental role [54] . Hence the solution of the master equation can only be used to grasp qualitatively the overall effect of dissipation. The stationary state of equation (32) can be calculated analytically using the method of potential solutions for the corresponding Fokker-Planck equation [45, 46] . However, as shown in figure 2 , the asymptotic solution is of little help for our problem because the cavity field state during the time period of interest (initial times) may be very different from the asymptotic one. For small ratio q r /|α r | ≪ 1 only two photons are generated from vacuum for ω r = −2α r , as predicted by equation (30) . For larger ratios q r /|α r | the behavior becomes much more complicated and the dynamics is shown in figures 2 and 3 for different values of the effective detuning ω r (which can be adjusted experimentally by tuning the resonance shift ζ). We plot the time behavior of the average photon number n r , the Mandel Q-factor and the variance of the squeezed field quadrature (∆p r ) 2 ≡ p 2 r − p r 2 , where
In figure 2 we set q r = 3|α r | and in figure 3 q r = 650|α r |. As expected, by increasing the ratio q r /|α r | more photons are created from vacuum, and n r can be optimized by choosing an appropriate value of ω r . The average photon number is limited from above and exhibits a sort of irregular collapse-revival behavior due to the Kerr nonlinearity, as opposed to the exponential photon growth for the pure DCE case [8, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . The quantities Q and (∆p r ) 2 also undergo oscillations, but they do not collapse to their initial values, meaning that the field state never returns to the vacuum state. The collapse-revival behavior of n r was discovered more than two decades ago in a slightly different system -the pulsed parametric oscillator with a Kerr nonlinearity, where the classical and quantum dynamics were compared [39, 40, 42] .
The field state becomes squeezed in thep r -quadrature for initial times, but the squeezing disappears for larger times [38] , contrary to the ideal DCE case when (∆p r ) 2 decreases exponentially with time [55] . In the presence of damping (shown by the line 5 in figure 2 ) the photon generation is still possible, but the oscillations of n r , Q and (∆p r ) 2 , including the collapse-revival behavior, disappear [40] . Moreover, the asymptotic value of the Q-factor (shown by the dash-dotted line in figure 2 and that can be calculated exactly [46] ) differs substantially from its value during the transient, meaning that the field state for initial times is quite different from the asymptotic state. We also investigated how the dynamics is modified if the initial state is slightly different from the vacuum state. This can occur in actual experiments at finite temperature, so we considered the initial thermal state with the average photon numbern, described by the density operatorρ = ∞ n=0 ρ n |n n|, ρ n =n n /(n + 1) n+1 . The dashed line in figure 2 shows the dynamics forn = 0.1 in the absence of damping, which should be compared with the line 3 calculated for the initial vacuum state. We see that for initial times the differences are very small and the oscillations of quantities n r , Q and (∆p r ) 2 persist. Therefore minor deviations of the initial state from the vacuum do not pose a serious threat on the experimental verification of the nonlinear DCE.
From figures 2 and 3 we see that certain values of ω r maximize n r for times q r t ≤ 5. We denote this value by ω (max) r , noting that for another time interval the value of ω r that maximizes the average photon number may be different. Since in actual implementations it might be difficult to maintain external modulations for a long period of time, the choice q r t ≤ 5 seems appropriate to reflect the experimental reality. Figure 4a shows the behavior of ω as n r max (ω (max) r ) = 1.36q r /|α r |. On the other hand, if we ignore this optimization and set the value of ω r to the standard DCE resonance (without the Kerr nonlinearity), ω (DCE) r ≡ 0, then n r max still grows linearly but with a smaller slope: n r max (ω (DCE) r ) = 1.09q r /|α r |. Hence for large values of q r /|α r | the optimization can significantly enhance the photon generation, facilitating the experimental verification. The downside of optimizing the effective detuning to increase n r max is that the squeezing is decreased. Figure 4c shows the smallest value of (∆p r ) 2 achieved for q r t ≤ 5 when ω r is set to ω
. Although in both cases thep r -quadrature becomes squeezed, for ω (DCE) r the squeezing is significantly stronger than for ω (max) r . Finally, in figure 4d we study the cavity field statistics at different time instants by plotting the quantity Q/ n r that quantifies the spread of the photon number distribution. We recall that Q/ n r = 0 for the coherent state, Q/ n r = 1 for the thermal state and Q/ n r = 2 + 1/ n r for the squeezed vacuum state. The states for which Q/ n r > 2 + 1/ n r , called "hyper-Poissonian" in [56] , have photon number distributions distinguished by very long tales with low probabilities that nonetheless cannot be neglected, so the mean photon number does not characterizes well the total distribution [6] . The curves 1 and 2 denote the value of Q/ n r at the time instant of minimum (∆p r
we obtain a hyper-Poissonian state with a rather broad photon number distribution. Lines 3 and 4 denote the value of Q/ n r at the time instant of maximum n r (shown in figure 4b ) for ω (max) r and ω (DCE) r , respectively. In this case the field states are not very different one from another and have a super-Poissonian photon number distribution with 0 < Q/ n r < 1.
Summarizing, in the presence of the Kerr nonlinearity one can optimize the photon generation from vacuum by adjusting the resonance shift ζ (directly related to the effective detuning ω r ) as function of α r , and this is the second reason for the introduction of ζ in equation (13) . On one hand, this optimization decreases the amount of squeezing [38] , but on the other hand it can be used to produce novel field states [6] very different from the squeezed vacuum state produced in standard DCE.
B. External classical pumping
If the cavity undergoes a classical pumping one must add the term id â † −â to the Hamiltonian (8) . In terms of the auxiliary operatorsÂ andB we should add the term
to the RHS of Hamiltonian (14) . To the lowest order ing 0 /∆ − , for the pump frequency η (p) = (ω 0 +δ − −δ + − δ χ − ζ) one can simply add the effective pump Hamiltonian
to the RHS of equation (25), where the operatorâ r was defined in equation (24) . Neglecting the Kerr nonlinearity, the optimum resonance shift for DCE is ζ = 0. For the simultaneous modulation of the system parameters and the external pumping we obtain the general Hamiltonian of the form
where we introduced arbitrary time-independent complex coefficients ̺ and ξ. In the Heisenberg picture the solution for the Hamiltonian (36) is straightforward:
For the initial vacuum state,â r |0 = 0, we obtain for the average photon number
where we defined the phases as ̺ = |̺| exp(iφ ̺ ) and ξ = |ξ| exp(iφ ξ ) . For initial times, |ξ|t ≪ 1, we obtain
so the average photon number does not depend on the phases φ ̺ and φ ξ . However, for larger times the phases become very important as one gets
where k is any integer number. In particular, for large times |ξ|t ≫ 1 we get
Therefore, by adjusting carefully the phase difference (2φ ̺ − φ ξ ) one can significantly amplify the photon generation with the help of one-photon pumping. Moreover, one could verify our model experimentally by measuring the dependence of n r on the phase either of the pump or the modulation parameters ε (j)
X defined in equation (5).
IV. DCE-LIKE BEHAVIORS WITH ATOMIC CLOUDS
Besides forming the base of the toy model for Cavity DCE, for N ≫ 1 the Hamiltonian (4) also describes accurately the interaction between a cold "atomic cloud" (e.g., polar molecules [32, 33] 
The full solution is given in A, and in this section we highlight the regimes in which excitations can be generated from vacuum. In section V B we shall describe another regime when pair of excitations can be coherently annihilated due to external modulation, in what we call "Anti-DCE".
In the dispersive regime, for the modulation frequency
we obtain the effective Hamiltonian
where the non-Gaussian partĤ N G is given by equations (A29) and (A34) and we defined the time-independent parameter
Neglecting the non-linear terms and considering |δ χ | ≪ |q I |, we can writeÂ(t) ≃Â(0) − e −itδχ (g 0 /∆ − )[B(t) −B(0)], so to the lowest order ing 0 /∆ − we obtain the total effective Hamiltonian (for the initial zero-excitation state)
Hamiltonian (45) is analogous to the DCE Hamiltonian (22) but with the matter operatorB instead of the cavity operatorÂ. So this behavior corresponds to the DCE with matter, when pairs of atomic internal excitations are created from vacuum instead of photons (recall that the CM motion of atoms is prescribed externally). Notice that there is analogous Kerr nonlinearity term δ − (B † B)
2 , yet for |q I | ≫ |δ − | many matter excitations can be created from vacuum. We call this behavior "Inverse dynamical Casimir effect " (IDCE), since figuratively this phenomenon corresponds to exciting the internal degrees of freedom of the moving dielectric slab instead of creating photons. In section V B we shall also describe the "Anti-IDCE" phenomenon -an analog of Anti-DCE for the atomic degrees of freedom.
For some modulation frequencies one can achieve simultaneous excitation of the cavity and the atoms. In the dispersive regime this occurs for the modulation frequency η (M) = ∆ + − 2δ + − δ χ − ζ, when the effective Hamiltonian readsĤ
The non-Gaussian parts are given by equations (A29) -(A35) and
We call this behavior "Mixed behavior", since the photons and atomic excitations are created at the same rate |q M | ≫ |q I |.
In the resonant regime, ∆ − = 0, excitations are generated from vacuum for the modulation frequency η (R) = 2ω 0 − 2δ + − δ χ − ζ. The total effective Hamiltonian iŝ
The time-independent coefficients Θ (R) i are given by equation (A25) and we neglected the non-Gaussian terms proportional toε g . We see that for ζ = 0, ±2g 0 one can create equal amounts of cavity and matter excitations. The photon generation for ζ = 0 was unknown until a few years ago [57, 58] , yet it appears naturally in our formalism, as well as the non-Gaussian terms on the last line of equation (48) . The detailed analysis of Hamiltonian (8) in the resonant regime (without the non-linear terms) was studied in [55, [59] [60] [61] [62] in an attempt to describe the detection of DCE using small induction loops modeled as LC contours.
V. NONSTATIONARY CIRCUIT QED WITH A SINGLE QUBIT
Now we consider the limiting case N = 1 to study which phenomena exist for the most basic type of light-matter interaction under nonstationary conditions. From the practical point of view this analysis is relevant because it describes actual implementations in the circuit QED architecture, where the parameters of the cavity and the qubit can be modulated in situ by external biases and the one-photon classical pump is implemented in a straightforward manner [9] [10] [11] [12] 63] . Nonstationary circuit QED has been studied in numerous papers during the last decade [5, 6, 53, 57, [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] , but here we generalize the previous results by working in the dressed-states basis [28] and considering the simultaneous multi-tone modulation of all the system parameters. Moreover, we predict the new effect in which pair of excitations can be coherently annihilated due to external modulation, in what we call "Anti-DCE" behavior.
As shown in B the wavefunction corresponding to the Hamiltonian (4) can be written approximately as
Here |ϕ n,S andλ n,S are the n-excitations eigenstates (also known as dressed states) and the "corrected" eigenvalues of the bare Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian
Coefficients b represent approximately the probability amplitudes of the dressed states and the index S labels the different eigenstates with the same number of excitations. The corrected eigenfrequencies and the eigenstates read approximatelyλ
|ϕ 0 = |g, 0 , |ϕ n>0,S = s n,S |g, n + c n,S |e, n − 1 ,
where ∆ ± = ω 0 ± Ω 0 and we introduced the notation
A. DCE behavior 
where we use the shorthand notation
m+2,T ,S is a time-independent coefficient given by equations (B20) and (B21). In the argument of the exponential functions there is an intrinsic uncertainty we call "Systematic-error frequency shift" (SEFS) ν The frequency η (D) matches the differenceλ m+2,S −λ m,T only in the dispersive regime, |∆ − |/2 ≫ g 0 √ n, where n is an integer representing the number of excitations. Introducing the "detuning symbol" D ≡ ∆ − /|∆ − | = ± we can write the corrected eigenvalues and eigenstates as (we denoteλ 0 ≡λ 0,D )
where the effective cavity frequency ω g or ω e and the intrinsic "frequency shifts" are
Hence the modulation frequency η (D) can couple either the dressed states |ϕ m,D ↔ |ϕ m±2,D (where |ϕ 0,D ≡ |ϕ 0 ) or |ϕ m>0,−D ↔ |ϕ m±2,−D . The former case occurs when the atom is predominantly in the ground state, so we call it g-DCE behavior. The second case corresponds to the atom predominantly in the excited state, so we call it e-DCE behavior.
1) g-DCE behavior. Under the approximations and SEFS
we define the effective probability amplitudes c m as
Adjusting the modulation frequency to
where ζ is an adjustable resonance shift, we obtain the differential equationṡ
Comparing with equations (25) and (29) we see that under a trivial phase rotationâ r →â r e i(φ++π)/2 the dynamics of c m is described by the nonlinear DCE Hamiltonian (25) with ω r = ζ, α r = −α and q r = |ϑ + |. If we also apply a one-photon pump with the frequency η (p) = ω g − ζ, then one can simply add the term −[ε (25) under the additional approximations
2) e-DCE behavior. On the other hand, for the modulation frequency
we define c m = b m+1,−D and obtain the differential equationṡ
These results are valid under the approximations (59) - (60) with replacement D → −D. So the dynamics of c m is again described by the nonlinear DCE Hamiltonian with ω r = ζ + 2α, α r = α and q r = |ϑ − |, and for the external pump with frequency η (p) = ω e − ζ one can simply add the term −[ε
. Thus the nonlinear dynamical Casimir effect exists even for a singe qubit, so it is an intrinsic phenomenon of the light-matter interaction in nonstationary systems and can be observed in the circuit QED architecture. For a single qubit there are two possible modulation frequencies, equations (62) and (66), whereas for N ≫ 1 we found only one resonant modulation frequency, equation (13) . The origin of this apparent discrepancy is trivial: in section III we assumed that b †b ≪ N , so the case when the atoms were initially in the excited states was automatically excluded from the treatment. The photon generation rates |ϑ + | and |ϑ − | are of the same order of magnitude, but may differ due to the phases φ (D) X for simultaneous modulation of several parameter. The effective detuning ω r and the Kerr coefficient α r depend on the initial atomic states, so the resonance shift ζ must be adjusted accordingly to optimize the photon generation. By increasing the number of qubits we simply make the replacements |α| → N |α| and δ − → N δ − , as can be seen from equations (15), (64) and (68) . So for ε χ = 0 the maximum number of photons created from the initial zero-excitation state (shown in figure 4b) is not altered by increasing the number of atoms, although the photon generation rate undergoes a N -fold increase.
B. Anti-DCE behavior
In the dispersive regime, for the modulation frequency (we neglect the Kerr nonlinearity α to simplify the expressions)
where M is a positive integer, we obtain the differential equations for m > 0
The involved approximations are
Under realistic conditions we have |δ − | ≫ |Θ m+2,−D,D = 0 and this process does not occur at all. Noticing that in the dispersive regime the coupling |g, m ↔ |e, m − 2 via one-photon pumping is prohibited, we conclude that the subtraction of system excitations via external modulation (when the atom starts in the ground state) only occurs for the time-modulation of parameters ω, Ω or g.
This phenomenon persists in the macroscopic case for a cold atomic cloud. As shown in A 2, for the modulation frequency η (A) ≈ 2ω 0 +∆ − = 3ω 0 −Ω 0 we obtain effective Hamiltonian of the formĤ ef f ≃ [iδ −ε
where other nonlinear terms are given by equations (A29) and (A36) and we neglected the contributions of ε ω and ε Ω . So when the atoms start in the ground states there is an annihilation of three photons accompanied by generation of one collective atomic excitation. Since in this case the photons are annihilated by virtue of external modulation of the system parameters, including the prescribed motion of the atomic cloud, we call this effect "Anti-DCE". This name should not be taken too literally because such behavior cannot be implemented with a dielectric slab for which the parameters Ω and g, and hence the resonant modulation frequency η (A) , are not known. In section IV we described the IDCE behavior, when pairs of atomic excitations are generated from vacuum for the modulation frequency η (I) ≈ 2Ω 0 . By symmetry in Hamiltonian (8), there is also the "Anti-IDCE" behavior, when three atomic excitations are annihilated (for the cavity field in the ground state) due to the modulation of system parameters with frequency η (AI) ≈ 2Ω 0 − ∆ − = 3Ω 0 − ω 0 . This effect is described by the effective Hamiltonian
as given by equations (A29) and (A37). In practice the Anti-DCE and Anti-IDCE behaviors are very difficult to observe because the involved coupling rates are quite small. However, they are interesting from the purely theoretical point of view for constituting examples of motion-induced coherent annihilation of excitations.
C. Generation of entangled states
Now we briefly review some practical schemes to generate entangled states in circuit QED with time-modulated parameters, studied previously in [53, 64, 65] . In the dispersive regime, for the modulation frequency (neglecting the nonlinearity α)
and approximations
we obtain the equations (
For |δ − | ≫ |Θ [64, 65] and "bluesideband transition" in [54] , recalling that the Anti Jaynes-Cummings (AJC) Hamiltonian isĤ AJC ∝âσ − +â †σ + . For N ≫ 1 this behavior turns into the "mixed behavior" described approximately by the effective Hamiltonian H ef f ∝ÂB +Â †B † , as follows from equation (46) . Moreover, for the external one-photon pumping with frequency [64, 65] and "red-sideband transition" in [54] . The generation of a single photon from vacuum and the transfer of populations between the cavity field and the atom using the red-and blue-sideband transitions was studied in details in [53, 65] .
In the resonant regime, ∆ − = 0, we can couple the dressed states |ϕ m,T ↔ |ϕ m+2,S , where |ϕ m,± = (|g, m ± |e, m − 1 ) / √ 2, for any values of m, T and S by the modulation frequencies η (r) =λ m+2,S −λ m,T . The corresponding coupling rates are of the same order of magnitude for any T and S and are given in B 1. Besides, the states |ϕ m,T ↔ |ϕ m+1,S can be coupled by the classical pumping with frequency η (p) =λ m+1,S −λ m,T . Therefore combining the temporal modulation of the system parameters with the external one-photon pumping one can create arbitrary superpositions of dressed states with a high degree of control. Moreover, one could apply several resonant modulation frequencies at once to study the dynamics under the multi-tone modulation, when many dressed states are coupled simultaneously with controllable rates.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We showed analytically that Cavity dynamical Casimir effect is contained implicitly in the most basic form of the light-matter interaction -the dipole interaction between a single atom and a cavity field mode under external modulation of the atomic parameters. This phenomenon is intrinsically nonlinear due to the nonharmonic energy spectrum of the atom-field system, so the number of photons created from vacuum is limited and the resulting field state can be quite different from the squeezed vacuum state. The atom becomes entangled with the field and the average photon number exhibits collapse-revival behavior as function of time, very sensitive to small shifts in the modulation frequency. The effect persists when the number of noninteracting atoms N is increased, and for N ≫ 1 our approach behaves as a toy model for a oscillating dielectric slab inside a stationary cavity. The precise knowledge of the atomic parameters is not required to achieve DCE, since the photon generation occurs for the modulation frequency in the vicinity of 2ω 0 . Moreover, for additional external classical pumping the photon production via DCE can be substantially enhanced for appropriately chosen phase of the pump.
If the atomic parameters are known and controllable in situ our model describes the nonstationary circuit QED architecture (for N ∼ 1) or cold atomic clouds (for N ≫ 1). In this case we can employ other modulation frequencies to realize new effective regimes of light-matter interaction. In the dispersive regime these frequencies and associated effects are summarized in table I. In a new effect, that we called "Anti-DCE", the modulation of atomic parameters can lead to coherent annihilation of three photons accompanied by the creation of one atomic excitation; however, the associated transition rate is very small so this behavior hardly can be implemented experimentally. Besides, we found atomic analogs of the DCE and Anti-DCE behaviors, when the photonic and the collective atomic operators are interchanged. Finally, we demonstrated that entangled states (dressed atom-field states) can be generated in a straightforward manner in nonstationary circuit QED. Following the method described in [28] we write the solution for the annihilation operatorsâ andb in the Heisenberg picture asâ
(A1)
where we defined time-independent parameters
so that ∆ − stands for the bare atom-cavity detuning. The auxiliary annihilation operatorsâ h andb h satisfy the bosonic commutation relations 
Here E ≡ â †â + b † b denotes the total number of excitations in the atoms-field system and we defined small "intrinsic frequency shifts"δ
δ − is the standard dispersive shift,δ + is the collective Bloch-Siegert shift, δ χ is the shift due to the term iχ 0 (â †2 −â 2 ) andδ s is the shift due to a possible modulation of the system parameters with a low modulation frequency η (j′′) ≈ β. The independent annihilation operatorsÂ andB, that also satisfy the bosonic commutation relations, are defined implicitly in terms of the small time-dependent functions |F A |, |F B |, |F AB | ≪ 1
The time evolution of the operatorsÂ andB is governed by the Heisenberg equation of motion idÔ/dt = [Ô,Ĥ ef f ], whereÔ =Â,B and the effective Hamiltonian can be written aŝ
H G denotes the Gaussian part containing linear and quadratic combinations ofÂ andB.Ĥ N G (g 0 ) andĤ N G (ε X ) denote the non-Gaussian parts, of the fourth order in operatorsÂ andB, proportional tog 0 and ε X , respectively. For simplicity we shall consider only the termĤ N G (ε g ) in the last term of equation (A10), since the resulting general expressions are too long to write out explicitly. Eliminating the rapidly oscillating terms via the Rotating Wave approximation (RWA) [28] we obtain for the Gaussian partĤ
The time-independent coefficients are
Due to elimination of the rapidly oscillating terms one introduces intrinsic uncertainty ∆ν in the arguments of the exponential functions in equation (A11) of the order
We call these contributions "Systematic-error frequency shifts" (SEFS), since they appear due to systematic simplification of the differential equations forâ h andb h . In practice SEFS slightly alter the resonant modulation frequencies η (j) that give rise to nontrivial behavior, so ultimately they must be found experimentally or numerically.
Under the additional approximations
one obtains for the first non-Gaussian term in equation (A10)
The simplified expression for the non-Gaussian termĤ N G (ε g ) strongly depends on the modulation frequency η (j) , as can be seen from equation (8), so we do not write it explicitly due to its length. In A 2 we shall give the approximate results forĤ N G (ε g ) in the dispersive regime for high modulation frequencies η (j) ∼ 2ω 0 .
Simplified formulae in the resonant regime
For ∆ − = 0 we obtain the simplified expressionŝ
The Hamiltonians areĤ
The time-independent coefficients become
2. Simplified formulae in the dispersive regime
In the dispersive regime, |∆ − |/2 ≫g 0 , we have β ≈ |∆ − | + 2|δ − |, whereδ − =g 2 0 /∆ − is the collective dispersive shift. The operators read approximatelŷ
Introducing the "detuning symbol"
the Hamiltonians can be written aŝ
In the first line of equation (A28) we introduced the notation (O)
Neglecting the rapidly oscillating terms under the approximations (A19) we can obtain particular expressions for H N G (ε g ) for concrete modulation frequencies: • for the Anti-DCE modulation frequency η For N = 1 we work in the Schrödinger picture and expand the wavefunction corresponding to the Hamiltonian (4) as [28] |ψ(t) = e −itλ0 A 0 (t)|ϕ 0 + ∞ n=1 S=± e −itλn,S A n,S (t)|ϕ n,S ,
where λ n,S and |ϕ n,S are the n-excitations eigenvalues and eigenstates of the bare Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian H JC = ω 0n + Ω 0 |e e| + g 0 (âσ + +â †σ − ) .
The index S labels the different eigenstates with the same number of excitations n. The well known eigenfrequencies are λ 0 = 0 , λ n>0,S = ω 0 n + Sβ n − ∆ − 2 , β n = ∆ 2 − + 4g 2 0 n , S = ± ,
where ∆ − = ω 0 − Ω 0 is the bare detuning. The Jaynes-Cummings eigenstates, also known as dressed states, are |ϕ 0 = |g, 0 , |ϕ n>0,S = s n,S |g, n + c n,S |e, n − 1 ,
where we introduced the notation s n,+ = sin θ n , s n,− = cos θ n , c n,+ = cos θ n , c n,− = − sin θ n (B5) with θ n>0 = arctan ∆ − + β n 2g 0 √ n .
We introduce new time-dependent probability amplitudes b(t) via the relations 
where the sum 
These quantities are calculated in a straightforward manner using the dressed states. In equations (B7) -(B8) we introduced small "intrinsic frequency shifts" [28] due to the elimination of the rapidly rotating terms throughout the derivation: 
where we defined Λ m+2,T ,S ≡ ϕ m,T |âσ − |ϕ m+2,S , L k,m+k,T ,S ≡ ϕ m,T |â k |ϕ m+k,S .
The new probability amplitudes obey the differential equations (to simplify the notation we denote Notice that in equation (B19) the resonant modulation frequencies η (j) correspond to the difference between two "corrected" eigenfrequencies defined asλ m,T due to the modulation depths ε g , ε ω , ε Ω and ε χ , of the order
